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My name is Suzy, and today, my best friend, Yuri, will spend the day
with us.

Suzy has got an idea. Yuri, what do you think about a picnic?

Wow! It´s a great idea!

So I will talk to mom about this! We need to get some food. I ask her
to make her delicious cookies.



Mom, Yuri, and I had this idea of a picnic. Can you help us?

Yes, of course. What do you need?

We need sandwiches, orange juice, soda and maybe your special
cookies.

This is a lot of food.

But mom, We are five! Me, You, Dad, My brother and Yure. It´s a
Family Picnic!

Wonderful idea, Suzi! So, let´s start right now. Let´s prepare the
cookies.



Mom, Where are my father and Julian?

They are in the garage. Go there and pick up the picnic basket.

Okay, I´ll go!.......

Dad, Julian…. Would you like to have a picnic?

For sure! When?

Today at the park. Mom and I were making the cookies!



Julian, her brother, asks: Why don´t we get a tennis ball to play with
Max?

Dad says: we can get a canvas to paint a beautiful picture together!

Ah, We need to take the frisbee for Max, too!

Max is our dog. He loves playing with frisbee and his tennis ball.



2 hours later:

Let’s check the basket, Suzi says to her mom:

cookies -ok

Drinks – ok

Sandwiches – ok

Canvas – ok

Tennis ball – ok

Frisbee - ok

Don’t forget the table towel and food for Max

Okay, mom!



The day in the park was amazing. We ate my mom’s special cookies
and delicious sandwiches!

Why are these cookies so special? asks Yuri.

Mom says: these cookies are made with special ingredients. They
are full of love.



We had a great time together. We played with Max and made a
beautiful paint for our family picnic.

It´s time to go home. Everybody arrived at home.

Suzy took a shower and went to bed. She was thinking of this day
with happiness and thought: how wonderful it is to have a family.

I love my family, and having Yuri here today was nice.




